COLORADO Remote Tower OPERATIONS
Effective March 16, 2020

Air Traffic Control
10-HOURS / 7 DAYS A WEEK*
0800-1800*

*operational hours will change based on project testing

OPERATIONAL TIMELINE
OCT 17, 2019 - Movement area markings painted
FEB 18, 2020 - Mobile Air Traffic Control Tower (MATCT) installed, controller training begins
MAR 16, 2020 - Air Traffic Control activation, see new frequencies below

NEW AIRPORT FREQUENCIES
Tower: 118.400 MHz - CTAF when ATCT not in operation
Ground: 121.650 MHz
ATIS: 135.075 MHz - Switches to AWOS when ATCT not in operation
UNICOM: 122.950 MHz - jetCenter FBO
CURRENT CTAF: 122.700 MHz - Will be eliminated (Tower monitored during testing)